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The School of Psychology
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Department of 
Psychological 

Sciences

Department of 
Psychological 
Interventions



Investment for 2019-20

#universityofsurrey

» £5m re-equipment and 
refurbishment of our teaching 
labs

» 90-seat PC lab, 
two observation labs, 20 new 
bookable student project labs, 
6-room extended reality (XRL) 
simulation space.
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Equipment and facilities
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As an undergraduate 
psychology students you will get 
hands-on experience of:

» Eye-tracking

» EEG

» tDCS/tACS

» Electrophysiology

» Actigraphy.
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Expertise to support your research projects
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Meet the teachers: Health Psychology

Obesity and 
eating

Prof Jane Ogden

Stress and 
fatigue 
Prof Mark 

Cropley



Meet the teachers: Neuropsychology

Brain 
stimulation to 

improve 
memory

Dr Ines Violante

Effects of the 
gut biome on 

the brain
Dr Kathrin 

Cohen-Kadosh



Meet the teacher: Social development in children

Social 
development of 

children
Dr Harriet 

Tenenbaum



Meet the teacher: Environmental Psychology

Interventions to 
prevent marine 

pollution
Dr Kayleigh Wyles



You may even get your work published
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BSc (Hons) Psychology course overview

Accreditations

» British Psychological Society 

(BPS)

» Eligible for Health Care 

Professions Council (HCPC) 

registration upon postgraduate 

study and training.
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Basic structure:

Year 1
Core topics

– Introduction

Year 2
Core topics

– Advancement

Year 3
Professional 

Training 

placement

(optional)

Year 4
Specialisation 

and integration



Our course philosophy

We aim to 
provide:
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Supported 
transition

Cutting-edge 
research-led 

learning

Psychology-
relevant work 

experience

Employable 
skills

Independent and 

self-regulated 

learning.

Embedded research 

methods

Voluntary Research 

Apprentice scheme

Final year optional 

modules and 

dissertation 

supervision.

Professional 

Training

placements across a 

range of roles and 

organisations.

Well-rounded 

graduates 

ready to train as 

practicing

psychologists, 

researchers or to 

succeed in graduate 

employment.



Personal tutor
and reflective 
work

Your employability and professional development
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Inspiring 
research-led 

teaching and labs

Assignments, 
Professional 

Training
placement

Assignments 
and projects

Collaboration,
presentations,
debates 95 per cent of 

graduates in
work or further 

study after 
6 months



The course: Years 1 and 2
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What makes our course 
different?

» You'll be guided by specialist 
research-active staff

» Research training is embedded
within subject modules including 
hands-on experience with modern 
data acquisition tools

» Varied assessments to develop 
your different skillsets

» Focus on applied psychology 
careers and personal development

» Small group ‘academic tutorials’ in 
Year 1 to support your transition 
and skills.

Core modules in Year 1 and 2 
(FHEQ 4 and 5)

Biological Psychology 
Conceptual and Historical 

Issues (Yr1)

Cognitive Psychology
Classics in Personality 

Theory (Yr1)

Developmental 

Psychology 

Personality, Intelligence & 

Psychopathology (Yr2)

Social Psychology
Qualitative Research 

Methods (Yr2)

Data Analysis & 

Statistics/Critical 

Thinking

Professional Skills and 

Applied Psychology (Yr2)



Methods of assessment

Range of assessment methods, including:

Examinations

» Multiple choice questions

» Short answer questions

» Essay-style examinations.

Coursework

» Essays

» Critical reviews

» Reflective logs

» Research reports

» Posters and leaflets

» Oral presentations

» Team projects.

Dissertation



Typical week in Year 1
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9-9:50 10-10:50 11-11:50 12-12:50 1-1:50 2-2:50 3-3:50 4-4:50 5-5:50

M
o

n
d

a
y

Academic 

Tutorial

Conceptual and 

Historical Issues 

in Psychology 

Lecture

T
u

es
d

a
y

Cognitive Psychology

Lecture

Statistics and Data Analysis

Lecture

Conceptual and 

Historical Issues 

in Psychology 

Lecture

W
ed

n
es

d
a

y Subject Tutorials

Social Psychology

T
h

u
rs

d
a

y

Subject Tutorial

Conceptual and Historical Issues in 

Psychology

Social Psychology

Lecture

F
ri

d
a

y

Statistics Workshop

~ 13 contact hours / week



The course: Professional Training placement

For students on the 4-year course (can transfer during Year 1-2)

» Work placement in a professional organisation during third year.

Minimum 30 full-time working weeks or equivalent

» Roles involve real responsibilities and career development

» About half are paid (unpaid eligible for Student Finance England funding).

We advertise suitable placements during Year 2

Students apply to organisations via a secure portal with guidance from 

dedicated psychology placement tutors

» We can also support you in organising your own placement.

Students supported throughout the year

» Students are visited by tutor and will receive help with their return to 

studies.

» We have over 20 years of experience running placements and over 200 

professional partners.
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Why do a Professional Training placement?
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» Apply knowledge, expand and improve your skills

» Get industry-relevant work experience and a head-start 
in your career

» Improve your transferable skills

» Contribute to an organisation in a very real way and make 
a difference

» Use the opportunity to look at your career options from the 
inside

» Have a change from academic study and a chance to 
develop personally in terms of self-confidence and maturity.



Previous work placements have included: 
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The course: final year

Specialisation and integration

» You choose four advanced modules, 
based on personal interests and career 
goals 

» Taught in smaller, interactive classes

» Led by research-active experts in the field

» Supervised dissertation offers opportunity 
to conduct a novel piece of research 
aligned with your personal interests.
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Core modules in final year (FHEQ6):

Dissertation General Psychology

Example optional modules:

Clinical Psychology Health Psychology 

Occupational and 

Organisational Psychology
Environmental Psychology

The Self and 

Relationships
Psychology and Education

Thought and Language
Applied Psychology 

and Public Policy

Neurodevelopmental 

Disorders
Social Cognition

Morality and Emotions
History and Social 

Psychology

Neural Effects of Ageing,

Stroke and Dementia

Social and Personality 

Development



What do our students think of our course?
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My Surrey experience –
Marta Topor, BSc (Hons) Psychology

“The course offered a range of opportunities that 
helped in developing skills in different areas of 
psychology.”

“Our psychology department is fantastic. The 
lecturers are very enthusiastic, and they support 
every student as an individual, taking into 
consideration their needs, interests and career 
plans.”

“The whole of my placement year (St Thomas’ 
Hospital in London) was a fantastic experience. It 
made me realise that research and a scientific 
career is really what I want to do next.”



Commendations from the 
British Psychological Society
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1. The way our students value the course team, which also reflects 
the excellent support we give our students

2. The work we are doing on student feedback and the way it 
makes students feel valued

3. The suite of employment and experience opportunities we give 
our BSc students and the value of the Professional Training 
placement programme

4. The way we embed research methods and data analysis into the 
core modules.

5
Commendations 

at the 2017 

accreditation

4
Four specific to 

the 

undergraduate

course:



Our reputation

BSc (Hons) Psychology course

» 10th in The Guardian University Guide 2020

» 95 per cent of graduates in employment or 

further study within six months of graduating 

(Unistats).

Research-led University and School of 
Psychology

» Lecturing staff with international research 

reputation in their specialist area 

» High staff-to-student ratio (1:13)

» First-rate computing and lab facilities; friendly 

and supportive department.
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The TEF panel judged that 

the University of Surrey 

delivers consistently 

outstanding teaching, 

learning and outcomes for its 

students. It is of the highest 

quality found in the UK.
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